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Advice

In an exquisite and intelligent romantic drama based on a true story, Oscarwinner Meryl Streep is astounding as Karen Blixen, the noted author who
moves from Denmark to Nairobi with her husband of convenience (Oscarnominee Klaus Maria Brandauer) to start a plantation. Once there, Karen finds
herself falling in love with a British adventurer (Oscar-winner Robert Redford)
and struggling with the troubles of daily life in Africa. Beautifully shot with a
seamless script that integrates five books of B lixen's memoirs, the film won
seven Academy Awards, including Best Director (Sydney Pollack) and Best
Picture.

USA

English-100

1985

RPT

PG

as

Sabrina The Teenage Witch

In the television movie that introduced the beloved character to audiences
around the world , we meet young Sabrina (Melissa Joan Hart) as she is sent to
live with her eccentric aunts and discovers that she is actually a witch. Like any
Family
other girl her age, Sabrina just wants to have fun and be normal, but being
Appreciation normal may prove to be impossible, especially when her daily chores involve
finishing her homework, cleaning her room, and learning to fly! Magical and
whimsical fun, this two hour movie casts a spell over the entire family! Also
starring Ryan Reynolds.

USA

English-100

1996

RPT

PG

Sissi

Directed by Ernst Marischka, this film catapulted Romy Schneider into the
international film scene. She stars as Princess Elisabeth, known as Sissi, who
captivates the young Emperor of Austria, Francis Joseph. His domineering
Family
mother, Archduchess Sophie, has made plans for him to marry his cousin
Appreciation
Princess Helene, but as fate would have it, he meets Sissi instead and is
charmed by the vivacious princess who prefers fishing to courtly receptions.
Also stars Karlheinz Bohm and Magda Schneider.

GERMANY

German-100

1955

RPT

G

Y

Sissi - The Young Empress

After the fairytale wedding between her and Emperor Franz Joseph of Austria,
Sissi waits impatiently to spend time with her new husband. Finally Sissi
becomes pregnant with their first child and she is overjoyed until Franz
Family
Joseph's mother makes the decision that Sissi is too young to look after her
Appreciation
baby. This classic film follows Sissi's first years in court and her adjustment to
being part of a joint monarchy. Directed by Ernst Marischka and stars Romy
Schneider, Karl Heinz Bohm and Magda Schneider.

GERMANY

German-100

1956

RPT

PG

Y

Sissi - The Fateful Years

The third film in the trilogy based on the life of Empress Elisabeth of Austria.
As Queen of Hungary, Sissi stays in Godolo, far from the loneliness of the royal
palace in Vienna and her cruel mother-in-law, Archduchess Sophie. Although
Family
she loves her time there, she returns to Vienna to avoid Count Andrassy's
Appreciation
advances. However, she leaves Vienna again to recover from an attack of
tuberculosis. Directed by Ernst Marischka and stars Romy Schneider, Karl
Heinz Bohm and Magda Schneider.

GERMANY

German-100

1956

RPT

PG

Y

Beauty And The Beast

In this adaptation of the classic fairy tale, an unexpected romance blooms
Family
after the youngest daughter of a merchant offers herself to the mysterious
Appreciation beast to which her father has become indebted. Stars Lea Seydoux and
Vincent Cassel.

FRANCE

French-100

2014

RPT

PG

anv

Y

CHINA

Mandarin-100

2017

RPT

PG

ahv

Y

Genre

Drama

Fantasy

Romantic Comedy

Romantic Comedy

Romantic Comedy

Fantasy

Fantasy

Title

Out Of Africa

Journey To The West: The
Demons Strike Back

A sequel to Journey To The West: Conquering The Demons, the Monkey King is
back. Now tamed by Tang Sanzang, Monkey King has become one of Tang’s
disciples. Tang, Monkey King, Sandy and Pigsy band together to fight demons
as they continue their journey west.
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2020-07-12

2020-07-12

2020-07-12

2020-07-12

2020-07-13

2020-07-13

2020-07-13

2020-07-13

2020-07-13

2020-07-13

2030

2245

2500

2655

0510

0730

0935

1135

1315

1615

Mystery / Crime

Drama

Mystery / Crime

Horror

Romantic Comedy

Fantasy

Fantasy

Science Fiction

Drama

Animation

Premiere

Meet Jack Foley (George Clooney), the most successful bank robber in the
country. On the day he busts out of jail, he finds himself stealing something far
more precious than money - Karen Sisco's (Jennifer Lopez) heart. She's smart.
She's sexy, and unfortunately for Jack, she's a Federal Marshal. Now, they're
willing to risk it all to find out if there's more between them than just the law.

USA

English-100

1998

M

Premiere

A gang leader (Michael Gambon), accompanied by his wife (Helen Mirren) and
his associates, entertains himself every night in a fancy French restaurant that
he has recently bought. Having tired of her sadistic, boorish husband, the wife
finds herself a lover (Alan Howard) and makes love to him in the restaurant's
coziest places with the silent permission of the cook (Richard Bohringer).

FRANCE

English-100

1989

MA

Hell Or High Water

After years of estrangement, Texan brothers Toby (Chris Pine) and Tanner
(Ben Foster) decide to rob the branches of the bank threatening to foreclose
on their family land. For them, the hold-ups are part of a last-ditch scheme to
take back a future that was stolen from under them. Vengeance seems to be
theirs until they find themselves on the radar of Marcus (Jeff Bridges), a
Ranger looking for one last grand pursuit on the eve of his retirement, and his
partner Alberto (Gil Birmingham). As the brothers plot a final bank heist to
complete their scheme, and with the Rangers on their heels, a murderous
showdown looms.

USA

English-100

2016

RPT

MA

v

The Host

The highest grossing South Korean film of all time. A dysfunctional family
fights to rescue their daughter snatched away by a huge, mutated amphibian
monster. Winner of 18 international film awards including Best Film and Best
Actor at the 2007 Asian Film Awards. Directed by Bong Joon-ho and stars Song
Kang-ho, Bae Doo-na and Hyun Hee-bong.

SOUTH KOREA

English-50;
Korean-50

2006

RPT

M

hlv

Y

Tanu Weds Manu Returns

Four years after their wedding, a couple experience challenges which lead to
the collapse of their marriage. The husband then develops feelings for a young
student who looks like his wife.

INDIA

Hindi-100

2015

RPT

PG

a

Y

FRANCE

French-100

2014

RPT

PG

anv

Y

CHINA

Mandarin-100

2017

RPT

PG

ahv

Y

Thunderbirds

Returning home after narrowly averting disaster on an oil rig, the world's elite,
high-tech, and fearless saviors of the world - the Thunderbirds - find
themselves under attack by master criminal The Hood (Oscar winner Ben
Family
Kingsley). As The Hood takes over their secret island base, the team must use
Appreciation
their highly advanced vehicles to protect their technology and stop the
madman. Also starring Brady Corbet, Golden Globe nominee Bill Paxton, and
Golden Globe winner Anthony Edwards.

USA

English-100

2004

Out Of Africa

In an exquisite and intelligent romantic drama based on a true story, Oscarwinner Meryl Streep is astounding as Karen Blixen, the noted author who
moves from Denmark to Nairobi with her husband of convenience (Oscarnominee Klaus Maria Brandauer) to start a plantation. Once there, Karen finds
herself falling in love with a British adventurer (Oscar-winner Robert Redford)
and struggling with the troubles of daily life in Africa. Beautifully shot with a
seamless script that integrates five books of B lixen's memoirs, the film won
seven Academy Awards, including Best Director (Sydney Pollack) and Best
Picture.

USA

English-100

1985

RPT

PG

as

Richard The Stork

Orphaned at birth and raised by a stork family, the teenage sparrow Richard
believes he is one of them. But when the time comes to reveal his true
identity and migrate to Africa without him, Richard boldly chases after them to
prove that he is a stork after all.

BELGIUM

English-100

2017

RPT

G

v

Out Of Sight

The Cook, The Thief, His Wife,
Her Lover

Beauty And The Beast

Journey To The West: The
Demons Strike Back

In this adaptation of the classic fairy tale, an unexpected romance blooms
Family
after the youngest daughter of a merchant offers herself to the mysterious
Appreciation beast to which her father has become indebted. Stars Lea Seydoux and
Vincent Cassel.
A sequel to Journey To The West: Conquering The Demons, the Monkey King is
back. Now tamed by Tang Sanzang, Monkey King has become one of Tang’s
disciples. Tang, Monkey King, Sandy and Pigsy band together to fight demons
as they continue their journey west.

lv

PG

Y
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2020-07-13

2020-07-13

2020-07-13

2020-07-13

2020-07-14

2020-07-14

2020-07-14

1750

1930

2145

2400

2615

2830

0630

0830

1030

Animation

Drama

Drama

Mystery / Crime

Drama

Romantic Comedy

Romantic Comedy

Romantic Comedy

Animation

A Monster In Paris

A 3D-animated movie set in Paris in the year 1910 and centred on a monster
who lives in a garden and his love for a beautiful, young singer named Lucille.
Directed by Bibo Bergeron and stars Matthieu Chedid, Vanessa Paradis and
Gad Elma.

Vera Drake

Vera Drake is a selfless woman who is completely devoted to, and loved by,
her working class family. However, unbeknown to them, she also serves as a
backroom abortionist helping young girls out. The practice itself was illegal in
UNITED KINGDOM
1950s England, and when the authorities find out, Vera's world and family life
rapidly unravel. Nominated for three Academy Awards. Directed and written
by Mike Leigh, and stars Imelda Staunton, Eddie Marsan and Jim Broadbent.

English-100

2011

English-100

2004

NEW ZEALAND

Sign Language33.34; English33.33; Maori33.33

1993

Out Of Sight

Meet Jack Foley (George Clooney), the most successful bank robber in the
country. On the day he busts out of jail, he finds himself stealing something far
more precious than money - Karen Sisco's (Jennifer Lopez) heart. She's smart.
She's sexy, and unfortunately for Jack, she's a Federal Marshal. Now, they're
willing to risk it all to find out if there's more between them than just the law.

USA

English-100

The Cook, The Thief, His Wife,
Her Lover

A gang leader (Michael Gambon), accompanied by his wife (Helen Mirren) and
his associates, entertains himself every night in a fancy French restaurant that
he has recently bought. Having tired of her sadistic, boorish husband, the wife
finds herself a lover (Alan Howard) and makes love to him in the restaurant's
coziest places with the silent permission of the cook (Richard Bohringer).

FRANCE

Sissi

Directed by Ernst Marischka, this film catapulted Romy Schneider into the
international film scene. She stars as Princess Elisabeth, known as Sissi, who
captivates the young Emperor of Austria, Francis Joseph. His domineering
Family
mother, Archduchess Sophie, has made plans for him to marry his cousin
Appreciation
Princess Helene, but as fate would have it, he meets Sissi instead and is
charmed by the vivacious princess who prefers fishing to courtly receptions.
Also stars Karlheinz Bohm and Magda Schneider.

RPT

G

M

a

RPT

MA

s

1998

RPT

M

lv

English-100

1989

RPT

MA

GERMANY

German-100

1955

RPT

G

Y

Sissi - The Young Empress

After the fairytale wedding between her and Emperor Franz Joseph of Austria,
Sissi waits impatiently to spend time with her new husband. Finally Sissi
becomes pregnant with their first child and she is overjoyed until Franz
Family
Joseph's mother makes the decision that Sissi is too young to look after her
Appreciation
baby. This classic film follows Sissi's first years in court and her adjustment to
being part of a joint monarchy. Directed by Ernst Marischka and stars Romy
Schneider, Karl Heinz Bohm and Magda Schneider.

GERMANY

German-100

1956

RPT

PG

Y

Sissi - The Fateful Years

The third film in the trilogy based on the life of Empress Elisabeth of Austria.
As Queen of Hungary, Sissi stays in Godolo, far from the loneliness of the royal
palace in Vienna and her cruel mother-in-law, Archduchess Sophie. Although
Family
she loves her time there, she returns to Vienna to avoid Count Andrassy's
Appreciation
advances. However, she leaves Vienna again to recover from an attack of
tuberculosis. Directed by Ernst Marischka and stars Romy Schneider, Karl
Heinz Bohm and Magda Schneider.

GERMANY

German-100

1956

RPT

PG

Y

Orphaned at birth and raised by a stork family, the teenage sparrow Richard
believes he is one of them. But when the time comes to reveal his true
identity and migrate to Africa without him, Richard boldly chases after them to
prove that he is a stork after all.

BELGIUM

English-100

2017

RPT

G

The Piano

Richard The Stork

Premiere

FRANCE

After a long voyage from Scotland, pianist Ada McGrath (Holly Hunter) and her
young daughter, Flora (Anna Paquin), are left with all their belongings,
Oscar
including a piano, on a New Zealand beach. Ada, who has been mute since
Winning
childhood, has been sold into marriage to a local man named Alisdair
Performances Stewart (Sam Neill). Making little attempt to warm up to Alisdair, Ada soon
becomes intrigued by his Maori-friendly acquaintance, George Baines (Harvey
Keitel), leading to life-altering conflicts.

v

Y

Y

2020-07-14

2020-07-14

2020-07-14

2020-07-14

2020-07-14

2020-07-14

2020-07-14

2020-07-14

2020-07-14

2020-07-15

1205

1335

1550

1750

1930

2145

2405

2620

2840

0620

Animation

Science Fiction

Fantasy

Science Fiction

War

Mystery / Crime

Drama

Drama

Animation

Science Fiction

After escaping the clutches of a slave trader, a bold ten-year-old Sudanese boy
Family
befriends a young giraffe and a kind Bedouin, who takes them on a splendid
Appreciation
journey via a hot-air balloon as far as the palace of King Charles X of France.

BELGIUM

French-100

2012

The Fifth Element

For ex-Marine Korben Dallas, life has become tediously repetitive: he drives a
flying cab for a living, and eats take away from the same Chinese restaurant,
which delivers directly to his window, every day. But little does Korben know,
a great extra-terrestrial Evil has teamed up with Zorg, and threatens to destroy
the Earth. Starring Bruce Willis, Gary Oldman and Milla Jovovich.

FRANCE

English-100

1997

RPT

PG

nsv

Journey To The West: The
Demons Strike Back

A sequel to Journey To The West: Conquering The Demons, the Monkey King is
back. Now tamed by Tang Sanzang, Monkey King has become one of Tang’s
disciples. Tang, Monkey King, Sandy and Pigsy band together to fight demons
as they continue their journey west.

CHINA

Mandarin-100

2017

RPT

PG

ahv

USA

English-100

2004

RPT

PG

JAPAN

English-60;
Japanese-40

1983

USA

English-100

1987

NEW ZEALAND

Sign Language33.34; English33.33; Maori33.33

Vera Drake

Vera Drake is a selfless woman who is completely devoted to, and loved by,
her working class family. However, unbeknown to them, she also serves as a
backroom abortionist helping young girls out. The practice itself was illegal in
UNITED KINGDOM
1950s England, and when the authorities find out, Vera's world and family life
rapidly unravel. Nominated for three Academy Awards. Directed and written
by Mike Leigh, and stars Imelda Staunton, Eddie Marsan and Jim Broadbent.

A Monster In Paris

A 3D-animated movie set in Paris in the year 1910 and centred on a monster
who lives in a garden and his love for a beautiful, young singer named Lucille.
Directed by Bibo Bergeron and stars Matthieu Chedid, Vanessa Paradis and
Gad Elma.

Zarafa

Thunderbirds

Merry Christmas Mr. Lawrence

Returning home after narrowly averting disaster on an oil rig, the world's elite,
high-tech, and fearless saviors of the world - the Thunderbirds - find
themselves under attack by master criminal The Hood (Oscar winner Ben
Family
Kingsley). As The Hood takes over their secret island base, the team must use
Appreciation
their highly advanced vehicles to protect their technology and stop the
madman. Also starring Brady Corbet, Golden Globe nominee Bill Paxton, and
Golden Globe winner Anthony Edwards.
During WWII, British soldier Jack Celliers (David Bowie) is captured by
Japanese forces and held in a prison camp by the honour-bound Captain Yanoi
(Ryuichi Sakamoto). Yanoi becomes intrigued with Celliers' open defiance in
the face of their staunchly old-world ideas about cowardice and shame.
Meanwhile, a translator, Lieutenant colonel John Lawrence (Tom Conti),
attempts to find common ground between British and Japanese beliefs.

Wall Street

Wall Street is without doubt the most seductive third-of-a square mile in the
world - no other place in the world so epitomizes wealth, power and control.
Quick gains are the lure for two players on this chessboard: one a seasoned
Oscar
multi-millionaire corporate raider; the other, a newly-minted young broker
Winning
unprepared for the moral conflicts he will be forced to confront. Their
Performances
dangerous friendship, set against the background of the Bull Market in the
years 1985-1986, will become a mockery of mentor and aspirant, professor
and student, father and son.

The Piano

After a long voyage from Scotland, pianist Ada McGrath (Holly Hunter) and her
young daughter, Flora (Anna Paquin), are left with all their belongings,
Oscar
including a piano, on a New Zealand beach. Ada, who has been mute since
Winning
childhood, has been sold into marriage to a local man named Alisdair
Performances Stewart (Sam Neill). Making little attempt to warm up to Alisdair, Ada soon
becomes intrigued by his Maori-friendly acquaintance, George Baines (Harvey
Keitel), leading to life-altering conflicts.

Thunderbirds

Returning home after narrowly averting disaster on an oil rig, the world's elite,
high-tech, and fearless saviors of the world - the Thunderbirds - find
themselves under attack by master criminal The Hood (Oscar winner Ben
Family
Kingsley). As The Hood takes over their secret island base, the team must use
Appreciation
their highly advanced vehicles to protect their technology and stop the
madman. Also starring Brady Corbet, Golden Globe nominee Bill Paxton, and
Golden Globe winner Anthony Edwards.

PG

M

alv

RPT

M

dlsv

1993

RPT

MA

s

English-100

2004

RPT

M

a

FRANCE

English-100

2011

RPT

G

USA

English-100

2004

RPT

PG

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

2020-07-15

0800

Animation

Richard The Stork

Orphaned at birth and raised by a stork family, the teenage sparrow Richard
believes he is one of them. But when the time comes to reveal his true
identity and migrate to Africa without him, Richard boldly chases after them to
prove that he is a stork after all.

2020-07-15

0935

Drama

Vanity Fair

Despite her poverty-stricken background, a young woman climbs the social
ladder in 19th-century England.

2020-07-15

2020-07-15

2020-07-15

2020-07-15

2020-07-15

2020-07-15

2020-07-15

1210

1410

1550

1720

1935

2130

2325

Animation

Animation

Animation

Science Fiction

Romantic Comedy

Drama

War

BELGIUM

English-100

2017

RPT

G

v

UNITED KINGDOM

English-100

2004

RPT

PG

av

JAPAN

English-100

2008

RPT

G

FRANCE

English-100

2011

RPT

G

After escaping the clutches of a slave trader, a bold ten-year-old Sudanese boy
Family
befriends a young giraffe and a kind Bedouin, who takes them on a splendid
Appreciation
journey via a hot-air balloon as far as the palace of King Charles X of France.

BELGIUM

French-100

2012

RPT

PG

The Fifth Element

For ex-Marine Korben Dallas, life has become tediously repetitive: he drives a
flying cab for a living, and eats take away from the same Chinese restaurant,
which delivers directly to his window, every day. But little does Korben know,
a great extra-terrestrial Evil has teamed up with Zorg, and threatens to destroy
the Earth. Starring Bruce Willis, Gary Oldman and Milla Jovovich.

FRANCE

English-100

1997

RPT

PG

nsv

Maggie's Plan

Maggie's plan to have a baby on her own is derailed when she falls in love with
John, a married man, destroying his volatile marriage to the brilliant
Georgette.

USA

English-100

2015

RPT

M

aln

USA

English-100

2014

RPT

M

al

Y

JAPAN

English-60;
Japanese-40

1983

RPT

M

alv

Y

USA

English-100

1987

RPT

M

dlsv

AUSTRALIA

English-100

2013

RPT

M

adlv

Ponyo

A Monster In Paris

Zarafa

Still Alice

Merry Christmas Mr. Lawrence

2020-07-15

2540

Mystery / Crime

Wall Street

2020-07-15

2800

Drama

Charlie's Country

This animated adventure, from acclaimed anime master Hayao Miyazaki,
centres on five-year-old Sosuke and his friendship with Ponyo, a goldfish
Family
princess who longs to become human. When a powerful magic threatens to
Appreciation destroy the world, the two friends embark on the adventure of a lifetime to
save the planet. Nominated for the Golden Lion at the 2008 Venice Film
Festival. Voiced by Cate Blanchett, Matt Damon and Liam Neeson.
A 3D-animated movie set in Paris in the year 1910 and centred on a monster
who lives in a garden and his love for a beautiful, young singer named Lucille.
Directed by Bibo Bergeron and stars Matthieu Chedid, Vanessa Paradis and
Gad Elma.

Alice Howland is a renowned linguistics professor happily married with three
grown children. All that begins to change when she strangely starts to forget
words and then more. When her doctor diagnoses her with Early-onset
Oscar
Alzheimer's Disease, Alice and her family's lives face a harrowing challenge as
Winning
this terminal degenerative neurological ailment slowly progresses to an
Performances
inevitable conclusion they all dread. Along the way, Alice struggles to not only
to fight the inner decay, but to make the most of her remaining time to find
the love and peace to make simply living worthwhile.
During WWII, British soldier Jack Celliers (David Bowie) is captured by
Japanese forces and held in a prison camp by the honour-bound Captain Yanoi
(Ryuichi Sakamoto). Yanoi becomes intrigued with Celliers' open defiance in
the face of their staunchly old-world ideas about cowardice and shame.
Meanwhile, a translator, Lieutenant colonel John Lawrence (Tom Conti),
attempts to find common ground between British and Japanese beliefs.
Wall Street is without doubt the most seductive third-of-a square mile in the
world - no other place in the world so epitomizes wealth, power and control.
Quick gains are the lure for two players on this chessboard: one a seasoned
Oscar
multi-millionaire corporate raider; the other, a newly-minted young broker
Winning
unprepared for the moral conflicts he will be forced to confront. Their
Performances
dangerous friendship, set against the background of the Bull Market in the
years 1985-1986, will become a mockery of mentor and aspirant, professor
and student, father and son.
Displeased with the intervention of whitefella laws, Charlie takes off to live the
old way and sets off a chain reaction of enlightening difficulties.
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Y
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Y

2020-07-16

2020-07-16

2020-07-16

2020-07-16

2020-07-16

0600

0730

0945

1150

1305

Animation

Science Fiction

Comedy

Animation

Family

After escaping the clutches of a slave trader, a bold ten-year-old Sudanese boy
Family
befriends a young giraffe and a kind Bedouin, who takes them on a splendid
Appreciation
journey via a hot-air balloon as far as the palace of King Charles X of France.

BELGIUM

French-100

2012

RPT

PG

The Fifth Element

For ex-Marine Korben Dallas, life has become tediously repetitive: he drives a
flying cab for a living, and eats take away from the same Chinese restaurant,
which delivers directly to his window, every day. But little does Korben know,
a great extra-terrestrial Evil has teamed up with Zorg, and threatens to destroy
the Earth. Starring Bruce Willis, Gary Oldman and Milla Jovovich.

FRANCE

English-100

1997

RPT

PG

nsv

School Of Life

In 1920s France an orphan is adopted by a rustic couple who work for a rural
landowner. Left to himself, he soon comes under the spell of the local
poacher.

FRANCE

French-100

2017

RPT

PG

a

FRANCE

English-100

2011

NEW ZEALAND

English-100

2016

RPT

PG

JAPAN

English-100

2008

RPT

G

UNITED KINGDOM

English-100

2004

RPT

PG

av

USA

English-100

2013

M

hlv

Dallas Buyers Club

Matthew McConaughey plays AIDS patient-turned-accidental activist Ron
Woodruff. In 1985 Dallas, electrician and hustler Ron Woodroof works around
Oscar
the system to help AIDS patients get the medication they need after he is
Winning
diagnosed with the disease. Winner of three Academy Awards, including Best
Performances
Actor (McConaughey) and best Supporting Actor (Jared Leto). Directed by JeanMarc Vallée, and also stars Jennifer Garner and Steve Zahn.

USA

English-100

2013

RPT

MA

ds

Y

Still Alice

Alice Howland is a renowned linguistics professor happily married with three
grown children. All that begins to change when she strangely starts to forget
words and then more. When her doctor diagnoses her with Early-onset
Oscar
Alzheimer's Disease, Alice and her family's lives face a harrowing challenge as
Winning
this terminal degenerative neurological ailment slowly progresses to an
Performances
inevitable conclusion they all dread. Along the way, Alice struggles to not only
to fight the inner decay, but to make the most of her remaining time to find
the love and peace to make simply living worthwhile.

USA

English-100

2014

RPT

M

al

Y

USA

English-100

2015

RPT

M

aln

Zarafa

A Cat In Paris

1500

Animation

Ponyo

2020-07-16

1700

Drama

Vanity Fair

2020-07-16

1935

Comedy

Warm Bodies

2020-07-16

2020-07-16

2130

2340

2535

Biography

Drama

Romantic Comedy

This New Zealand adventure comedy-drama film written and directed by Taika
Waititi follows Ricky, a defiant young city kid who finds himself on the run
with his cantankerous foster uncle in the wild New Zealand bush. A national
manhunt ensues, and the two are forced to put aside their differences and
work together to survive in this hilarious and heartfelt adventure. Stars Julian
Dennison and Sam Neill.

Hunt For The Wilderpeople

2020-07-16

2020-07-16

Meet Dino, a common house cat who lives a double life. He's the loyal pet of
Zoe, a lonely little girl who lives with her busy single mother Jeanne, a police
detective. But after sundown when Zoe goes to sleep, Dino sneaks off to
Family
accompany debonair cat burglar Nico, and their nightly prowls take them on
Appreciation breathtaking escapades across the rooftops of Paris. Eventually, Zoe discovers
what Dino is up to and she too becomes drawn into a thrilling adventure
involving jewels, gangsters and capital-T trouble, all leading to a nail-biting and
acrobatic finale atop the gothic Notre Dame.

Maggie's Plan

This animated adventure, from acclaimed anime master Hayao Miyazaki,
centres on five-year-old Sosuke and his friendship with Ponyo, a goldfish
Family
princess who longs to become human. When a powerful magic threatens to
Appreciation destroy the world, the two friends embark on the adventure of a lifetime to
save the planet. Nominated for the Golden Lion at the 2008 Venice Film
Festival. Voiced by Cate Blanchett, Matt Damon and Liam Neeson.
Despite her poverty-stricken background, a young woman climbs the social
ladder in 19th-century England.

Premiere

The unusual romance between a zombie and a living woman sets in motion a
series of events that may transform the entire lifeless world.

Maggie's plan to have a baby on her own is derailed when she falls in love with
John, a married man, destroying his volatile marriage to the brilliant
Georgette.
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Comedy

Warm Bodies

The unusual romance between a zombie and a living woman sets in motion a
series of events that may transform the entire lifeless world.
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Drama

Vanity Fair

Despite her poverty-stricken background, a young woman climbs the social
ladder in 19th-century England.
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Animation

Ponyo
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Song Of The Sea

School Of Life

A Cat In Paris

This animated adventure, from acclaimed anime master Hayao Miyazaki,
centres on five-year-old Sosuke and his friendship with Ponyo, a goldfish
Family
princess who longs to become human. When a powerful magic threatens to
Appreciation destroy the world, the two friends embark on the adventure of a lifetime to
save the planet. Nominated for the Golden Lion at the 2008 Venice Film
Festival. Voiced by Cate Blanchett, Matt Damon and Liam Neeson.
The story of a horse with amazing courage and a big heart.
From the writer and director of the Academy Award-nominated 'The Secret of
Kells' comes an enchanting fable about loss, magic and the love of family.
Family
When Saoirse and Ben's mother mysteriously disappears into the ocean, the
Appreciation two children go on an epic journey to find out the truth about her, and in the
process, discover mystical secrets about both their mother and Saoirse herself.
Featuring the voices of Brendan Gleeson and Fionnula Flanagan.
In 1920s France an orphan is adopted by a rustic couple who work for a rural
landowner. Left to himself, he soon comes under the spell of the local
poacher.
Meet Dino, a common house cat who lives a double life. He's the loyal pet of
Zoe, a lonely little girl who lives with her busy single mother Jeanne, a police
detective. But after sundown when Zoe goes to sleep, Dino sneaks off to
Family
accompany debonair cat burglar Nico, and their nightly prowls take them on
Appreciation breathtaking escapades across the rooftops of Paris. Eventually, Zoe discovers
what Dino is up to and she too becomes drawn into a thrilling adventure
involving jewels, gangsters and capital-T trouble, all leading to a nail-biting and
acrobatic finale atop the gothic Notre Dame.

Hunt For The Wilderpeople

This New Zealand adventure comedy-drama film written and directed by Taika
Waititi follows Ricky, a defiant young city kid who finds himself on the run
with his cantankerous foster uncle in the wild New Zealand bush. A national
manhunt ensues, and the two are forced to put aside their differences and
work together to survive in this hilarious and heartfelt adventure. Stars Julian
Dennison and Sam Neill.

Brideshead Revisited

Whilst at Oxford University, a chance encounter with the charming and
decadent Sebastian Flyte (Ben Whishaw), son of Lord and Lady Marchmain
(Michael Gambon and Emma Thompson), draws Charles Ryder (Matthew
Goode) into the exclusive world of British high society.

The Iron Lady

Warm Bodies

Dallas Buyers Club

Oscar
An elderly Margaret Thatcher talks to the imagined presence of her recently
Winning
deceased husband as she struggles to come to terms with his death while
Performances scenes from her past life, from girlhood to British Prime Minister, intervene.
The unusual romance between a zombie and a living woman sets in motion a
series of events that may transform the entire lifeless world.
Matthew McConaughey plays AIDS patient-turned-accidental activist Ron
Woodruff. In 1985 Dallas, electrician and hustler Ron Woodroof works around
Oscar
the system to help AIDS patients get the medication they need after he is
Winning
diagnosed with the disease. Winner of three Academy Awards, including Best
Performances
Actor (McConaughey) and best Supporting Actor (Jared Leto). Directed by JeanMarc Vallée, and also stars Jennifer Garner and Steve Zahn.
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Comedy

Animation

Animation

In 1920s France an orphan is adopted by a rustic couple who work for a rural
landowner. Left to himself, he soon comes under the spell of the local
poacher.

School Of Life
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Balto

From executive producer Steven Spielberg comes this charming, heartwarming tale of a dog who travels 600 miles across the Alaskan wilderness to
deliver medical supplies to dying children. Based on the true story which
inspired the Iditarod race, Balto is well-animated and funny. It's perfect
entertainment for children of all ages.
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A Cat In Paris

Meet Dino, a common house cat who lives a double life. He's the loyal pet of
Zoe, a lonely little girl who lives with her busy single mother Jeanne, a police
detective. But after sundown when Zoe goes to sleep, Dino sneaks off to
Family
accompany debonair cat burglar Nico, and their nightly prowls take them on
Appreciation breathtaking escapades across the rooftops of Paris. Eventually, Zoe discovers
what Dino is up to and she too becomes drawn into a thrilling adventure
involving jewels, gangsters and capital-T trouble, all leading to a nail-biting and
acrobatic finale atop the gothic Notre Dame.
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Family

Hunt For The Wilderpeople

This New Zealand adventure comedy-drama film written and directed by Taika
Waititi follows Ricky, a defiant young city kid who finds himself on the run
with his cantankerous foster uncle in the wild New Zealand bush. A national
manhunt ensues, and the two are forced to put aside their differences and
work together to survive in this hilarious and heartfelt adventure. Stars Julian
Dennison and Sam Neill.
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1050

Fantasy

Uproar In Heaven

The mischievous Monkey King acquires the famed As-You-Will Gold-Banded
Cudgel, and goes up against the might of the Jade Emperor.
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Comedy

Moonrise Kingdom
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Fantasy

Biography

Song Of The Sea

Directed by two-time Academy Award-nominated filmmaker Wes Anderson,
Moonrise Kingdom is set on an island off the coast of New England in the
summer of 1965. Two 12-year-olds fall in love, make a secret pact, and run
Family
away together into the wilderness. As authorities try to hunt them down, a
Appreciation
violent storm is brewing off-shore - and the peaceful island community is
turned upside down. Stars Bruce Willis, Edward Norton, Bill Murray, Tilda
Swinton, Jason Schwartzman.
The story of a horse with amazing courage and a big heart.
From the writer and director of the Academy Award-nominated 'The Secret of
Kells' comes an enchanting fable about loss, magic and the love of family.
Family
When Saoirse and Ben's mother mysteriously disappears into the ocean, the
Appreciation two children go on an epic journey to find out the truth about her, and in the
process, discover mystical secrets about both their mother and Saoirse herself.
Featuring the voices of Brendan Gleeson and Fionnula Flanagan.

The Man Who Knew Infinity

When self-taught mathematical genius Srinivasa Ramanujan fails out of
college, he does not give up hope. Determined to pursue his passion, he
contacts Professor GH Hardy and is invited to attend Trinity College.
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2030

Drama

Arctic

Premiere

A man stranded in the Arctic after an airplane crash must decide whether to
remain in the relative safety of his makeshift camp or to embark on a deadly
trek through the unknown.
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2220

Action Adventure

The Grey

Premiere

After their plane crashes in Alaska, six oil workers are led by a skilled
huntsman to survival, but a pack of merciless wolves haunts their every step.
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The Iron Lady

Brideshead Revisited

Oscar
An elderly Margaret Thatcher talks to the imagined presence of her recently
Winning
deceased husband as she struggles to come to terms with his death while
Performances scenes from her past life, from girlhood to British Prime Minister, intervene.
Whilst at Oxford University, a chance encounter with the charming and
decadent Sebastian Flyte (Ben Whishaw), son of Lord and Lady Marchmain
(Michael Gambon and Emma Thompson), draws Charles Ryder (Matthew
Goode) into the exclusive world of British high society.
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